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2020 COLLECTION
From exotic, Chinois-inspired peonies to wisteria-laden branches, Colefax and Fowler’s latest 

collection celebrates the abundance of nature’s flowers. The new series of decorative designs 

features a modern interpretation of classic floral embroideries and prints, several with 

corresponding wallpapers. Completing this sophisticated collection is a range of lightweight  

linens and tickings, alongside luxurious grasscloth and floral wallpapers. 



Leading fabric JARDINE was inspired by 

a nineteenth century Japanese antique 

document. The bold handwriting of this 

print and wallpaper design, defined by 

peonies and exotic birds, is enhanced by 

a range of rich, vivid colours, making for 

gloriously exuberant interior schemes. 

Other designs that have inspired a 

co-ordinating wallpaper include 

GRAYSHOTT, whose delicate but rich 

wisteria branches also appear in linen 

and silk. Striking, rustic floral 

MEREWORTH is an archive design that 

appears in new, richer colours, while 

well-loved classic chintz BOWOOD has 

been given a modern twist with fresh 

colourways. Delicate GREENACRE 

combines distinctive fan-like Gingko 

leaves with trailing blossom, whose 

simple colour focus lends a 

contemporary note. Indienne-style 

LIMBURY’s hand-blocked character 

captures the variance of linen and texture 

typical of this traditional technique.
GREENACRE

JARDINE MEREWORTH LIMBURY



The innovative use of tonal colouring and hand-stitching defines the exotic florals of CLARINDA, which continues the subtle 
Chinois theme running through the collection, as does archive design OLEANDER, with its mix of faded flowers and bamboo 
shoots against gentle shades of tomato, lichen green and muted aqua.

Among the linens, HECTOR, a fine herringbone, is available in an array of chalky pinks, silver greys and soft golds, as well as dusty 
blues and pale aquas. A rustic handwoven linen in a selection of neutrals gives LAVELLE its country charm. Pinstripe DART is revised 
with four new contemporary hues, while ALYS is a wide spaced pinstripe on a soft plain linen and YATTON STRIPE offers a bolder 
take on the classic stripe.
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Wallpapers are a significant story this season. Making its 
debut this year is Colefax Naturals I, an exciting range of 
luxurious, tactile grasscloth wallcoverings in a variety of 
designs, including large-scale MECOX, a paper weave with 
a retro feel and BELIZE, a naturalistic woven. SEAGRASS is 
a classic grass cloth that combines sisal and cotton with a 
pleasingly textured, sophisticated finish. Florals are again at 
the fore in the JARDINE wallpaper collection, from the 
delightfully classic HONEYSUCKLE GARDEN and a 
beautiful toile of trailing roses in DARCY, to the charmingly 
simple SWEDISH TREE with its white painterly roses.

Images of the 2020 collection are available to download at 
colefax.com. 
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